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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Brief description of Medstrategy project
MedStrategy project is a project financed through the EU MED Programme. It aims at improving
and address territorial governance of Med rural areas towards sustainability through an innovative
integrated Planning Model (PM).
The aim of the "MedStrategy" project is to improve and address the local policies in Mediterranean
rural areas towards new models of governance oriented toward an integrated planning of the local
development that is based on the participation processes and on the sustainable development in the
rural Med areas.
The process will focus on 3 themes:
• The integration of economic, social, environmental dimensions of sustainability in planning.
• The development of integrated & shared strategies and actions through the cooperation of
local authorities and the engagement of local communities (key actors, stakeholders) for the
innovation of territorial governance
• The setting up of common objectives & activities (preservation of cultural and natural
heritage, competitiveness of territorial system, social & gender equality, etc) for local and
transnational synergies of rural areas.
1.2. Partners
The project involves rural territories of the Mediterranean area in Greece, Italy, Malta, and Spain.

GREECE

ITALY

MALTA
SPAIN

Partners
• Municipality Archanon- Asterousion
(Crete).
• CRES. Centre for Renewable
Energy Sources and Saving.
• Intermunicipal Consortium Tindari
Nebrodi (Sicily).
• ANCI Sicilia (National Association
of Sicilian Municipalities.
• Pembroke Local Council.
• Diputación de Teruel (Aragón).
• Fundación para el desarrollo social
(Aragón).

Associated Partners
• Region of Crete.

• Region of Sicily. Tourism Department.
• Province of Messina. Department of
Territorial Policies, Infrastructures
Planning, Parks andNatural Reserves,
Civil Protection.
• Local Council Association of Malta.
• Departamento de Medio Ambiente del
Gobierno de Aragón.

Table 1. Project Partners
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1.3 Project Justification
Most rural European regions nowadays have several structural limitations for their economic
development. Demographic problems- as depopulation or population ageing-or its deficiencies in
productive infrastructures -such as networking, new information technologies or communication
itself- are just some of these limitations. Nonetheless, the shortage in public services -education,
health and social services, for instance- or the inability to face innovative procedures is also
remarkable handicaps for Teruel.
On the contrary, European rural areas have great strengths. Their precious cultural and
environmental heritage or their specialization in many strategic sectors to improve employment and
to get benefits could be clear examples, as we can appreciate in the agri-food industry, the
craftsmanship or in tourism.
In this context, Medstrategy becomes an experimental integrated planning model to promote social
and economic development ensuring welfare to the inhabitants in Mediterranean rural areas and
taking into account the following items:
• Environmental, Economic and Social Sustainability according to these development
patterns.
• Social Involvement and Territorial Agents Collaboration, both public and private, in order to
find equitable solutions and share them.
• Cooperation, not only between territories but also between countries, so that common, data
and previous experiences in different rural areas are shared.

1.4 Project Phases
Medstrategy Project has been divided into 5 Components, as it can be seen in the attachment,
including five different phases. The following list includes a summary on the 6 main topics:
• Territorial diagnosis. Diagnosis of the involved territories assessment of the 3 dimensions
of sustainability (economic-social-environmental) through appropriate indicators and using
GIS applications, for identifying trends and conditions, root causes of problems.
• Institutional framework. Diagnosis of the institutional framework audit of local authorities
governance systems for identifying weaknesses and strengths of the present institutional
system; review of success governance modes and tools.
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• Participation process. Establishment of communities participation process through the
setting up of local forums that involve key actors and local stakeholders (citizens, local
administrators and decision makers, opinion leaders, business sector operators, tourism
providers, professional associations, environmental associations, civil society groups etc.) in
order to elaborate and produce a common vision of future and shared "green economy"
strategies.
• Local Pilot Operative Plans (LPOPs). Drawing up of 4 Local Pilot Operative Plans
(LPOPs) for the integrated development oriented to sustainability of rural areas. LPOPs will
be scheduled following strategic axes and objectives. For each strategic axis innovative and
integrated actions will be pointed out. The technical and administrative tools, the financial
sources/tools and the key actors requested for the implementation of each action will be
defined as well as actions' time schedule.
• Transnational

Local

Development

Methodology

(TLDM).

Definition

of

the

Transnational Local Development Methodology (TLDM) for sustainable development in
Mediterranean rural areas.
• Key interventions. Drawing up of 4 key interventions aimed at the social and economic
development of the involved rural areas.
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Chart 1. Project Phases
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2. COMARCA COMUNIDAD DE TERUEL AS A PILOT TERRITORY FOR
MEDSTRATEGY

Comunidad de Teruel is one of the 10 regions (or clusters of municipalities) making up the
province. The Local Authority is considered an administrative link between the province and its
municipalities. This extension of 2,791 Km2 -including forty-six municipalities- has 46,848
inhabitants (according to the census 1-1-2011 INE-IAEST).

Map 1. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel & Location

2.1 Social & Territorial Framework
• Settlements & Demographic Structure. More than a 75% of its 46,848 inhabitants are
mainly in its capital, Teruel, considered the true urban settlement in the territory. As a
contrast, there exist 16 municipalities where the number of inhabitants is less than 100. For
that reason, the settlements are said to be an uneven economic and population network.
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From a holistic point of view, the population density in the region reaches 16.78
inhabitants/km2 and decreases to 4.14 if the inhabitants in the capital are not included in the
survey.
These rates are a consequence of a constant decrease in population given the migration
tendency from the country to the city -from the early 40s and remaining until the 19th
century-.However, the population in the region from 1900 to 2011, as a whole, has been
increased to 6,000 inhabitants, meaning an estimate growth of 16%. Were the evolution in
the capital omitted, the number of inhabitants would decrease in 15,000 inhabitants meaning
a 58% decrease.
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10000
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1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1981 1991 2001 2011
Comunidad de Teruel
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Graphic 1. Population Evolution Line Chart. 1900/2011

There are two main aspects to be analyzed in the line chart; the lack of inhabitants is evident
and, what is more, there is a high rate of ageing population in the territory. According to the
survey, a 21.5% of the settlers are over 65 years, so the average inhabitant would be 44
years old. The rural exodus, a tendency of youth -and specially women- to move from the
country to the urban areas, was a devastating factor that definitely affected the demographic
structure. The mid 90s caused the birth rate to reach 11% whereas the mortality rate was
14% and, consequently, the population growth rate was ruined and lost 100 inhabitants a
year.
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Graphic 2 / Population Histogram for Comunidad de Teruel 2011

The demographic structure was slightly improved by many immigrants coming from other
places in the early 19th century. However, the recent economic recession has not only ruined
that tendency but has also caused the new foreign settlers to return home. All in all, the
population growth in the last 10 years must be considered a timely fact with no impact in the
demographic structure of the territory.
•

Financial Structure. As we saw in the territorial distribution of the population, the financial
structure in the whole Comarca Comunidad de Teruel is really heterogeneous. For this
reason, we must make a difference between the capital in Teruel and the rest of the
municipalities.

Comunidad de Teruel
Teruel capital
Teruel rural

Nº Afiliados
S. Social
Nº
%
22.510
100
19.504 87%
3.006 23%

Actividades según
CNAE (88 máximo)
Nº
%
77
87,5
74
84
58
66

Table 2.Social Security Members & Activities. 2011

Teruel is supposed to be the big financial epicentre in the region, given the number or the
great variety of activities being offered. On the one hand, the rate of Social Security
Members based in Teruel is 87%; where 74 types of activities can be developed. On the
other hand, rural areas can only offer 58 types of activities, showing the deficiencies in the
economic structure of the region rejecting the capital.
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Graphic 3. (GVA) Productive Structure Pie Chart. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel. 2007

Although the 70% of the GVA (standing for Gross Value Added) generated in the region is
closely related to the service sector, these activities are usually held in the capital of Teruel.

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Comarca Teruel Teruel Rural % Teruel % Teruel Rural
466,9
381,0
85,9
81,6
18,4
496,6
404,4
92,2
81,4
18,6
534,9
436,3
98,6
81,6
18,4
563,8
460,8
103,0
81,7
18,3
603,4
493,0
110,3
81,7
18,3
651,8
535,7
116,2
82,2
17,8
701,8
576,2
125,7
82,1
17,9
744,5
610,5
134,0
82,0
18,0
798,9
655,5
143,4
82,1
17,9
Table 3. Member & Financial Activities. 2011

Most industries are also settled in the capital, and this sector only generates a 14% GVA.
Nonetheless, the agricultural and livestock activities generate 3% GVA in the region and they are
remarkable in rural areas where developing economic activities is not usual.
The economic relevance of the capital of Teruel is also noticeable in other indicators such as the
Gross Disposable Income. The 82% of the 800 million Euros available in the region in 2008 were
generated in the capital, whereas the rural areas only generated an 18%. The line chart attached
shows that the economic expansion in the last decade has not been a great help to cut down the
distances between both territories.
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Graphic 4. Gross Disposable Income (Million of €)
• Environmental Values. The region has many environmental landmarks (known as LIC or
Lugares de Interés Comunitario) and areas where birds are specially protected (called
ZEPA) which are included in the project ‘Natura Network 2000’. A 25% of the total territory
in the region is encompassed in the project, as more than 45,000 ha are protected. The
landscape and environmental values, enhanced by tourism, are a vital resource for the
economy in the region. However, these values are threatened by depopulation and
population ageing and the natural resources must consequently be managed by public
authorities. As for the derivative problems we could mention that traditional rural
landscapes turn into scrublands, soil erosion appears or forest fires proliferate.
• Cultural Heritage. As for the cultural heritage, the region has many relevant resources,
some of which are remarkable even in an international scale. Mudejar Art or Palaeolithic
Levantine Cave Paintings are some of the best examples of resources, as they both were
declared World Heritage by UNESCO.
Once more, there are deficiencies in the existence of public-private bodies to disclose and
commercialise these values in tourism. For this reason, local public authorities are forced to
be exclusively responsible for these matters. Nonetheless, there is a great concern in the
society to recover and preserve heritage values as well as traditions treasured by the region.
In the last few years, local initiatives are growing to held traditional events such as festivals,
historical recreation or agri-food fairs.
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Picture 1. Environmental & Cultural Heritage. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel.

2.2 Local Strategic Plan Comarca Comunidad de Teruel 2007/2011
Another important reason why Medstrategy should consider Comarca Comunidad de Teruel a pilot
territory is the great experience in regional popular involvement events and its design. This way, the
Strategic Plan is thought to be the main initiative by local authorities and it is mainly based in four
concepts:
• A strategic Plan is a PROCESS on research, popular involvement and reflexion in order to
analyze the real situation of the territory, define future objectives and find out the required
proceedings and actions to reach its goals.
• A strategic Plan is AIMED AT ACTION. The goals are the most important part; the Plan is
just a way to reach the aforesaid goals.

• A strategic Plan must be PROACTIVE, so that any required tool is available for the
territorial agents to face facts or situations which could have a future impact on the
territorial evolution.
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•

The INVOLVEMENT is the key point in the process. The inhabitants are main actors in the
territory either individually or through political, social and financial leaders. (Guillén, J.A.
Lacaba, C. y Simón, P. 2007. page 9).

The Local Strategic Plan for Teruel is described as:
‘A research and reflexive process in which the main territorial agents are involved to propose an
ideal territorial archetype and the proceedings furthering the cause.’ (Guillén, J.A. Lacaba, C. y
Simón, P. 2007. page 9). As a conclusion, the Comarca Comunidad de Teruel Strategic Plan
2007/2011 is focused on the definition of an ideal territorial archetype and the evaluation of the
required actions to succeed.
The Local Strategic Plan consisted of five methodological phases:
• Phase 1. Formalization. This is a preliminary step in which the methodical bases are
established and the first actions to promote popular involvement are created (presentations,
mass media coverage etc.)
• Phase 2. Territorial Analysis. The main target is to answer the question, so three other
minor steps are necessary:
o Surveys (interviewing social agents)
o Territorial Research (socio-economic research)
o SWOT (diagnosis)
•

Phase 3. Territorial Diagnosis. Social representatives for public involvement are
responsible for defining the recent regional situation as a territory to reach a diagnosis.

•

Phase 4. Drafting. The general purposes together with the required strategies to succeed in
the Plan are shaped. The social agents are part of boards to reach a conclusion, as it
happened in the previous phase called Territorial Diagnosis.

•

Phase 5. Implementation & Monitoring. As the Regional Authority plays the most
important role in this phase, as many local activities as possible should be proposed. The
regional competences and budget must be at all times taken into account, referring
complicated tasks to superior authorities in case they exceed responsibilities. The challenges
should be monitored, and the population would be able to use different tools designed for
this purpose to take part in the process (as a monitoring board).
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Chronologically, it took 14 months to make the strategic Plan for Comarca Comunidad de Teruel from July 2005 to September 2006-. It entered into force in January 2007 and it was current up in
2011.

As it is shown in chart 3, the following items were the result of the planning process:
• 1 Main Strategic Objective
• 4 Strategic Lines of Research
• 15 Line Objectives
• 43 Strategic interventions

SÍNTESIS DE LAS FASES Y ACCIONES DEL
PLAN ESTRATÉGICO COMARCA COMUNIDAD DE TERUEL

FASE 0.
Formalización

Tríptico
divulgativo

Reuniones de
implicación

Estudio
de opinión

Estudio
territorial

DAFO
participativo

Reuniones de
seguimiento

Julio
2005

Agosto 2005
Febrero 2006

FASE 1.
Análisis territorial

FASE 2.
Diagnosis territorial

Documento de diagnóstico territorial

Mesas de participación

Marzo
2006

Marzo
2006

Marzo-julio
2006

FASE 3.
Formulación

Redacción del documento estratégico

Investigación

Participación

Septiembre 2006
Enero 2007

Investigación +
participación

Chart 2. Methodology for the Strategic Plan in Comarca Comunidad de Teruel 2007/2011
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1 OBJETIVO ESTRATÉGICO

4 LÍNEAS ESTRATÉGICAS

Comarca comunidad de Teruel, puente entre el Valle del Ebro y el Mediterráneo;
territorio rural en el que la calidad de vida de sus pueblos asegura el mantenimiento
y crecimiento de su población; multifuncional en lo económico y con capacidad
para poner en valor sus recursos endógenos

Actividad
económica

Fomento recursos endógenos
- Estudio de explotación de recursos
naturales endógenos
- Plan director de espacios naturales

15 OBJETIVOS DE LÍNEA

Fomento sector turístico
- Plan de dinamización turística
- Proyecto científico-turístico de Galve
- Impulso al atractivo turístico de los
recursos geológicos
- Plan de señalización turística
- Red comarcal de senderos
Fomento de la inversión
- Dossier para la atracción de inversiones
- Oficina de Programas Europeos
- Consejo Económico y Social comarcal

43 MEDIDAS ESTRATÉGICAS

Fomento del autoempleo
- Estudio nuevos yacimiento de empleo
- Campaña de fomento de la cultura
emprendedora
- Plan comarcal de formación y empleo
femenino
Fomento del sector agrario
- Asociación de productores
agroalimentarios

Población

Mantenimiento y aumento de la
población
- Mesa Comarcal de Población
- Feria de Nuevos Pobladores
- Manual practico de Nuevos
Pobladores
- Campaña de sensibilización en
materia de inmigración
- Condicionalidad de las ayudas a la
asunción de la Estrategia
Demográfica Comarcal
Mantenimiento de los servicios
educativos en todos los pueblos
- Estudio prospectivo sobre la
evolución de los centros educativos
- Campaña de sensibilización sobre
el papel de los servicios educativos
en el mantenimiento de la población
- Condicionalidad de las ayudas a la
asunción de la Estrategia para el
mantenimiento de los Centros
Educativos
Promoción del empleo público
bajo criterios de mantenimiento de
la población
- Programa de contratación de
alguaciles municipales
- Cuadrillas de operarios comarcales

Infraestructuras
equipamientos
y servicios

Cultura e
Identidad
territorial

Diseño de Planes
Sectoriales
- Adecuación del Plan
comarcal de Acción Social
- Plan de Infoestructuras y
Telecomunicaciones
- Plan de Vivienda

Difusión de los valores
comarcales entre sus habit
- Servicio comarcal de guías
turísticos
- Inventario del patrimonio inm
- Concurso “Pon bonito tu pue
- Aula de cultura tradicional

Fomento de las TIC
- Página Web comarcal
- Impulso del sistema WiMax
- Mejora de las redes de
telefonía móvil y
radiotelevisión

Fomento de una mentalidad
positiva hacia la vida en el
rural
- Campaña de sensibilización
y exterior

Mejora de las
infraestructuras de
transporte
- Servicio comarcal de
transporte público
- Mejora de la red de
carreteras de vertebración
territorial
- Mejora de la red de caminos
rurales

Potenciación del tejido aso
y de la participación ciudad
- Programa de apoyo para el
desarrollo del tejido asociativo
- Encuentros comarcales entr
colectivos
- Mesa de seguimiento y eval
del Plan Estratégico Comarca
Fomento de la cultura
- Red de bibliotecas y aulas d
lectura
- Programa cultural comarcal

Chart 3. Drafting for the Strategic Plan in Comarca Comunidad de Teruel 2007/2011
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The drafting process means a pyramidal progressive planning, starting from the top general items to
the small details of the project.
Once the project is updated and scheduled, many strengths and weaknesses appear during the
evaluation of the strategic plan. From an optimistic approach, regional citizens were really involved
to make the plan come true. In fact, they also took part in the monitoring phase by means of
commensurate decisions and contributed to social agent’s involvement in social, financial and
territorial affairs; we must not forget that this task used to be unidirectional straight from the
Regional Authorities. Another positive conclusion reached is that 75% of the interventions
proposed were finally pragmatic.
However, the monitoring has been less satisfactory. Despite that the interventions being carried out
by the authorities -and even modified depending on the social and economic scenario-, the social
agents as a whole have remained away from the monitoring and modifying processes.
Unfortunately, the monitoring board in charge of the evaluation and monitoring of the plan
(intervention 4.3.3.) wasn’t as expected.
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Chart 4. Explaining Intervention 4.3.3. Board for Evaluation & Monitoring
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3. LOCAL PILOT OPERATIVE PLAN (LPOP). COMARCA COMUNIDAD DE TERUEL

3.1 Objectives
The LPOP for Comarca Comunidad de Teruel is aimed at the two following points:
• The social and financial scenario in which the Strategic Plan 2007/2011 was created. In
2006 the context was totally different to the recent one, when the strategic plan is being
developed as a consequence of the current recession.
• The methodology in the Plan should be common to the rest of the European participants in
Medstrategy.

Strategic Plan Comunidad de Teruel 2007-2011

New territorial and economic
scenario

MedStrategy project as an
opportunity

OBJECTIVE:
Reformulate the plan 07/11

Updated to new
context

Since the
methodology MED

Chart 5. LPOP Objectives in Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
Two other objectives must be added to the aforementioned:
• The strategic planning must be implemented as a basic tool for social, financial and
territorial decisions in the region once the Plan is over.
• The population should be used to taking part in the strategic plans.

3.2 Methodology
As it has been previously said, the process to make up a LPOP must be a part of consensual
common methodology to be shared with the rest of the participants in Medstrategy. In order to
reach a common methodology -with social, financial and environmental features depending on each
territory- many phases and tools should be shared.
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3.2.1 Tools & Work Phases
•

Territorial Diagnosis (C3). This target has been named C3 in this document where the
territorial reality of the Comarca is showed. This diagnosis intends to be a clear and
detailed summary on the environmental, economic and social background. Several
qualitative and quantitative facts have been taken into account to compile the report such as demography, economy, environment, culture...-. During the process, many
advantages and potentiality in the territory, together with its side structural deficiencies,
have come up. The main purpose in the territorial diagnosis is to give a prospective
approach to foresee future short and long term situations.
The Territorial Analysis was made considering a "synthetic track of indicators", as it can
be seen in table 4.

Surface
Population

Population density

Surface
Inhabitants
Population trend
Population density
Urban population density
14 years and under
Between 15 and 24 years
Between 25 and 44 years

Population by ages

Between 45 and 64 years
65 and over
Old age ratio
Dependency ratio
Illiterates
Without studies

Population by level of education

1st degree
2nd degree
3rd degree

Gross Value Added

Total income
Income per capita
Total

Employment rate

Masculine
Femenine
Youth
Total

Unemployment rate

Masculine
Femenine
Youth
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Architectural and cultural heritage

Cultural protected items (immovable)
Use of freshwater per capita
Total of water register
Water registed by economic sectors (industry and services)
Water register at homes
Water register for municipal consumption and others
Agricultural sector’s water consumption
Energy sector’s water consumption
Industry sector’s water consumption
Construction sector’s water consumption
Services sector’s water consumption
Other activities water consumption
Final energy consumption per capita

Water and energy consumption

Agricultural sector’s energy consumption
Energy sector’s energy consumption (+extractives)
Industry sector’s energy consumption
Construction sector’s energy consumption
Services sector’s energy consumption
Primary energy consumption
Renewable energy production
Non renewable energy production
Primary energy imported
Self‐sufficiency degree
Final electric energy consumtion
Final natural gas consumption
Final energy consumption by fuel

Waste generation

Waste generated by person
Vehicles fleet
% motorbikes
% motorcycles
% cars

Road vehicle fleet

% lorries and vans
% buses
% tractors
% other vehicles
Motorization rate
Motorization rate

Environmental quiality of road vehicles

Achive emission standars

Land take

Artificial areas and infrastructures (urban areas included)

Local tools and plans on urban and territorial planning.

Tools on urban and territorial planning
Empty dwelling units

Housing stock

People by home
Sourface by person

Energy certification of buildings

Rules on the energy certification

Urban green areas

Density of urban green areas
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Restricted traffic zones
Pedestrian areas
Cycling paths and lanes
Total density of roads
Density of nacional roads
Density of regional roads
Density of province roads
Total density of raylways
Mobility management

Density of railways with only one railway
Density of railways with a double railway
Density of electrify railway
Passangers in ports
Passangers in airports
Artificial surfaces
Agricultural surfaces
Forest surfaces
Humid areas
Water surfaces

Areas subjetc to landscape protection

Number of protected natural spaces
Surface of protected natural spaces
Tools and plans
Number of SACs
Surface of SACs

Protection and anhancement of landscape

Number of SPAs
Surface of SPAs
Number of Natura Network 2000 areas
Surface of Natura Network 2000

Biodiversity conservation and protected areas management

Tools and plans

Quality of water resources

Quality of surface and underground water sources allowed to consumption
Number of fixed monitoring sites

Quality of the air

Quality of the air
Plans for the improvement and management of the quality of the air
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Renewable energy production
Renewable energy production. Wind power
Renewable energy

Renewable energy production. Solar
Renewable energy production. Bio‐mass
Renewable energy production. Hydrogen
Renewable energy production. Hydroelectric
Number of public health services
Number of hospitals
Number of beds (hospitals)
Number of health centres
Number of medical centres
Number of educational services
Number of universities
Number of child educational centres, 1st cycle
Number of child educational cetres, 2nd cycle
Number of primary education centres
Number of secondary education centres
Number of high school centres
Number of Centros high school

Services and equipments

Number of professional trainning centres (daytime classes)
Number of professional trainning centres (high degree)
Number of professional trainning centres (evening classes)
Number of professional qualification centres
Number of special education centres
Number of art and design centres
Number of music education centres
Number of languages education centres
Number of social welfare services
Number of common social services
Number of old people’s homes
Number of day centres
Number of old people’s homes (religious)
Number of financial services
Number of sports equipments

Public transports

Density of public transport infrastructures
Volume of passenger transport

Public transport management

Plans aimed at enhancement and promotion public transport
Glass
Cardboard, paper

Waste managment

Plastic containers and tins
Batteries
Phytosanitary containers
Pharmaceutical containers

Management of waste water

Towns connected (EDAR)
Habitants connected (EDAR)
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Ratio of disbursements and losses (real and apparent)
Total enterprises CNAE‐09
Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing
Industry and energy
Construction
Efficiency of water distribution system

Services
Total workers
Workers in agrarion sector
Workers in construction
Workers in industry
Workers in services
Useful Agricultural Area (UAA)
UAA Herbaceous

Agricultural surface

UAA Fruit trees
UAA Vineyard
UAA other cultivation

Agricultural holdings

Agricultural holdings by type of occupancy
Agricultural holdings by main cultivation
Farms by livestock type

Farms

Bovines
Ovines
Pigs
Number of operators

Organic farming

Number of developers
Number of producers
Area under organic farming

Typical products

Number of typical products registered by UE
Number of manufacturing enterprises
Wood, fornitures
Stone, marble
Textile
Pelt, leather

Manufacturing activities

Ceramics
Jewelry
Musical instruments
Vegetal fiber
Metal
Several
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Stays in tourist accommotation
Stays in hotels
Stays in hotels (national tourists)
Stays in hotels (foreing tourists)
Medium stay
Tourism

Tourism occupation degree
Tourism pressure
Total accomodation capacity
Accomodation capacity in hotels
Accomodation capacity in rural tourism houses
Accomodation capacity in toutist apartments
Accomodation capacity in campsites

Environmental and social management systems

Number of environmental management procedures adoppted (EMAS)

Labour accident risk

Number of labour accidents
Policies, activities and agreements towards sustainability

Sustainability policies

Number of participation processes
Number of Agenda 21 processes
Number of processes developed with neighboring areas

Green purchasing

Other eco‐management activities

Table 4. Indicators Track
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2. SETTLEMENT SYSTEM

DIMENSION (ASPECTS)

1. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC

Thematic areas

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

1.1 - Population

· Recent demographic increase. Policies againts

· Scarce population and high ageing degree.

· There is a change in sociocultural model

structure and

depopulation are an strategic priority for all local and

Settlement system has a bad structure (population

because of the economic crisis (neo-rural

evolution

regional administration.

is concentrated in few places).

population arrive).

1.2 - Education

· High group consciousness and cultural and social

attitudes and slow inovation down , investment

and life style

identification with their culture and their territory.

againts saving, etc. Low self-esteem in rural

· The high ageing degree produce conservative

population.
1.3 Employment e
Gross Domestic
Product

· Strong development of economic sectors (rural tourism,

·Labour market few developed with few capacity

agro-industry) complement tradicional fields. (services,

to create highly qualified jobs. Economy depends

agriculture).

on primary sector who produce few added value.

2.1 - Urban

· Soil in rural areas is cheaper than in cities, so it is posible

growth

to keep young population in rural places.

2.2 -Quality of

· Recovery of buildings in rural areas beacuse of second

urban areas

housing phenomenon.

2.3 - Transport
infrastructures

·Great public investment to improve transport
infrastructures with high capacity (dual carriageway A-23,
train, etc.)

Threats
· Arrival of inmigrant population decrease
because of the economic crisis.

· Rural population in connection with conserve

· Urban population doesn't know rural reality.

environment and cultural values in rural areas,

Idea about rural habitat is stereotyped, positive

increase.

and negative aspects.

· New infrastructures and equipments (dual
carriageway, logistic platform, airport) to
promote economy and labour market in this
comarca.

· Restructuring strategic economic sectors for this
comarca (agriculture). Loss of public employ
because of the economic crisis.

· Too many urban pressure in rural towns near

· Peri-urbanization sustainable process

· Peri-urbanization unsustainable process in rural

from the capital because of peri-urbanization

(population increase, equipments, public

areas that distort the soil price and produce

unsustainable process.

services, etc.)

important expenses to the small town councils.

· Local administration hasn't got enough resources

· Lowering of public investment to support and

to support and to improve village environment

to improve urban space because of the economic

(Economic dependence on others administrations)

crisis.

· Historical deficit on transport infrastructures in
comparation with the country's centre. Few
transport intermodality (too much dependence on
roads). Deficient local roads network.

· New transport infrastructures (Caudé's airport,
train artery Cantabrico-Mediterráneo, dual
carriageway A-40)

· New infrastructures are delayed because of the
economic crisis.
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Thematic areas

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

· Complementarity between emergent

· Lowering of public investment on

economic activities (rural tourism, agro-

environmental issues because of the economic

industry) and territory's environmental quality.

crisis.

· There aren't enough resources (humans and
3.1 - Protected
HISTORIC-CULTURAL RESOURCES

and other sites of
natural interest

· Increasing concern about conserve territory's environment
values (at social and political spheres). There are
paleontologist resources internacionally famous.

economics) to develop management group
worried about territory's environment values.
There aren't important tools to protect
environmental values (Nature Parks, Biosphere
reserve, etc.)

3.2 Archaeology,
architectural
and historic-

· Increasing concern about conserve territory's patrimonial
values (at social and political spheres)

There aren't enough resources (humans and

· Lowering of public investment to recuperate and

economics) to develop management group

conserve patrimony because of the economic

worried about territory's patrimonial values.

crisis.

cultural heritage
3.3 Environmental
resources (air,
water, soil)
4.1 - Industrial
and traditional
craft activities

· High environment quality in the territory. Few

· Environmental imbalance because of the

anthropogenic pressure on the environment. High

anthropogenic pressure (bushes invasion and forest competitive advantage in the territory (rural

because of the scarce social pressure in the

sustainability degree on the most of economic activities.

fire, soil loss, biodiversity loss, etc.)

territory.

· Agro-alimentary is the most important sector for
handmade production.

4.2 - Agriculture

· High specialization production in agrarian activities .

and zootechnical

Importance of certificate quality production (DOP, IGP,

activities e

etc.) High environmental sustainability degree in agrarian

fishing

activities.

· Handmade activities have few socioeconomic
importance. Minority market, except for agroalimentary handmade. Few associationism.

· Environment quality is an economic
tourism, agro-industry, life quality).

· New quality brand "Aragon's handmade
alimentary".

· Develop of possibly pullant economic activities

· Disappearance of small agro-alimentary
producers because of the economic crisis and
market pressure.

· Scarce economic profitability of agrarian
activities. Scant cultivation diversification. High

· Development of new PAC, base on

· There isn´t a gereneration to relieve farmers, so

ageing farmers. Scarce economic profitability,

enviromental sustainable production and

it slows inovations down and it makes economic

specially in agricultural sector. Few

certificate quality.

viability difficult.

associationism.
· Limited education for tourism businessmen

(ASPECTS)

4. ECONOMIC AND PRODUCTION DIMENSION 3. SYSTEM OF ENVIROMENTAL AND

natural areas

· Abundant and varied important tourism resources

(languages, marketing, customer atention). It is

4.3 -Tourism/

(Múdejar, paleontology). High complementarity between

difficult to create a differenciated tourism offer

Tourist activities

tourism sector with tradicional activities (services, agrarian

(products desing, commercialization, scarce

sector, etc.)

complementary offer). High seasonality. Few
associationism.

· Important public investment on turism sector
(strategic sector) Comarca's administration is
coordinated with others administrations
(Regional Government , Province's
Government) to promote tourism offer together.

· Tourism's offer and promotion is dispersed
because of the limited coordination between
administrations in the same level (comarcas) or in
different levels (region and province).
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Thematic areas

Strengths

Weaknesses

6. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

5. TERRITORIAL SERVICES

· Scarce economic viability of comarcal trasport
5.1 - Public

· Public support to public transports, specially to rural

system, unless it receives a strong public

transport

trasnport network.

investment. Limited intermodality related with
road network.

Opportunities

Threats

· Future transport's competences transference

· Service quality reduction (lines, frecuecy)

from regional administration to comarca's

because of the economic crisis and the high

administration.

maintainment service cost.

· Excessive dependence on transfereces from
5.2 - School,
social-welfare,
cultural and
sporting facilities

· New Comarca's Social Action Plan. Strong public
investment social action activities, specially adressed to
young and retire age people. High quality in rural schools.

others administrations to support public services

· New economic sector developed related to

(social attention, equipments, etc.) It is difficult to

social attention, specially adressed to old

maintain public schools in small villages (ageing

people. Development of pioneering projects

population). Scarce higher education offer that

using TIC like an educative tool.

· Disappearance of rural schools because of the
arrival of inmigrant who have children on school
age decrease.

produce young people inmigration.
6.1 - Waste

· New waste management that benefits all territory

managment

(Conarotium Group nº 8).

6.2 - Protection
and management · Important public investment to improve water's collecting
of water

and distribution, specially in smallest villages.

resources
6.3 - Energy
production and
distribution

· Important public investment to renovate energy
distribution network (specially high capacity for industrial
uses). Great promotion of renewable energy (solar energy
and wind power).

· There are some deficiencies of water supply
related with industry and agriculture in some
places in the territory.

· Renewable energy sector depends a lot on public
subventions. Renewable energies produce big
landscape impact.

· Promote efficient water management
(Sustainable Rural Development Plan MARM)

· Promote efficient energy management

· Public investmen on emergent sectors decrease

(Sustainable Rural Development Plan MARM)

(renewable energy).

Table 5. Territorial SWOT
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• Institutional Diagnosis (C3). As in the territorial one, the institutional diagnosis is included
in the component named C3 in Medstrategy Project. In this case, its target is to elaborate a
diagnosis based on the relationships and competences between the bodies involved in the
territorial management. For this reason, the institutional diagnosis is mainly, but not
exclusively, focused on Comarca Comunidad de Teruel.

Coordinating between different scales of
governance
Synergy between the institutions and the political
leadership
Support for strategies and action plans aimed at
the integrated development and the territorial
marketing
Compliance with the objectives and deadlines
expected in the territorial programming
Capacity to use EU funds and specific financial
commitments to support the carrying capacity
Use of local resources to improve governance
oriented to the integration of environmental,
social, and economic aspect
Training, education, and awareness activities
Promotion of participative processes

Promotion of participative processes

Promotion of participative processes
Promotion of participative processes

What plans or programs have been elaborated and/or
adopted by the Local Authorities in relation to those
foreseen by the Legislative system for the territorial
Areas (Region, province, county etc. ..)?
What sustainable manangment activities (by sector)
have been activated by the Local Authorities?
What strategic and/or regional marketing plans or
programs have been elaborated and/or adopted in
collaboration with other institutions/Authorities
(specify the year)?
Which and how many resources from EU funds have
been used by Local Authorities in the last five years?
How many local resources have been devoted to
programs and activities aimed at the valorization of
cultural and environmental heritage in the last three
years?
How many trainiing and environmental education
courses have been activated in the last five years?
How many partecipative processes have been
activated towards citizenship in the last five years?
How many partecipative processes have been
activated towards
institutions/Associations/communities in the last five
years?
How many partecipation channels have been
activated towards citizens in the last five years?
How many partecipation channels have been
activated towards citizens in the last five years?

Table 5. Indicators Track

Once more, the main tools used for the diagnosis are a group of indicators. This information
includes concrete competences, institutional approaches, strategies and interventions. The
report shows not only governance, strategies and territorial or rural management, but also
those facts related to the Local Authorities synergy, social and economic features in the
territory. The indicators on the table were filled according to the information given by local
experts.
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Thematic areas

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

The capacity to

· The stablishment of comarcas´s

· There isn't enough experience about regional

· The process of administrative

· Lowering of the public funds addressed to

cooperate with the

Administration (Public Administration between

planning at local sphere.

descentralization, makes easier the

provide local Administration with regional

different levels of

regional and local Administration) makes

· There isn't enough coordination between

development of proyects and initiatives about

planning tools (consulting companies,

government for the

cooperation about territorial issues between

public administrations, especially between the

regional planning at local sphere.

contracting rural development managers,

territorial management

Administrations easier.

same level of administration.

financing participatory proccess, etc)
· Possibly, the political process of
administrative descentralization will slow
down .

The ability of the Local

· Knowledge of territory's socioeconomic

There isn't enough resources at local sphere

· New competences are transfered from regional · Lowering of the public funds addressed to

Authorities in fostering

situation and necessities and posibilities of

(economics and humans) to head innovation

administration to Comarca's administration.

provide local Administration with regional

growth and innovation

development.

projects about territory and socioeconomic

(Environment, transports, etc.)

planning tools (consulting companies,

in a competent, efficient

·Great capacity to mobilize the private sector

issues.

and effective manner

and citizens on regional planning at local

contracting rural development managers,
financing participatory proccess, etc)

sphere.
The capacity of the

·Great capacity to mobilize the private sector

· Necessary competences to promote global

· New competences are transferd from regional

· Lowering of the public funds addressed to

Local Authorities to

and citizens on sustainable regional planning at

and integral territory's development.

administration to Comarca's administration.

provide local Addministration with tools to

develop policies,

local sphere.

There isn't enough resources at local sphere

(Environment, transports, etc.)

raise initiatives addressed to promote

programs e governement · Knowledge of territory's socioeconomic

(economics y humans) to head sustainable

sustainable development projects (consulting

development projects.

companies, contracting rural development

actions oriented at the

situation and necessities and posibilities of de

sostainable development

development.

The capacity of the

· Local administration is proximate to territory's · Participatory culture in rural areas, specially

· New concept of sustianble and participatory

· Dissappointment of citizens as a result of the

Local Authorities to

problems and it has great capacity to mobilize

related to regional planning and sustainable

development because of the current economic

failure of some participatory process bad

promote a shared

the society.

development, is still poor.

crisis (citiziens are mobilized on environmental

planned or subjected to political interest.

issues, socioeconomic matters, etc.)

· Lowering of the public funds addressed to

(common) "Vision" of

managers, financing participatory proccess, etc)

the sustainable

provide local Addministration with tools to

development through the

raise initiatives addressed to promote

activation of

participatory development projects (consulting

participative processes

companies, contracting rural development
managers, financing participatory proccess, etc)

Table 6. Institutional SWOT
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• Experts Interviews. Ten meetings were held to interview both experts and socioeconomic
professionals in the territory. A wide range of people was taken into account for the study,
from politicians to local representatives or a wide scope of businessmen coming from the
agricultural, touristic, and industrial or agri-food sectors. Most of them were stakeholders
who had already taken part in our project for 2007/2011.
The purposes of the interviews are:
o Asking an Expert Board for an opinion to develop the Strategic Plan 2007/2011 for
an evaluation on the results and a review on territorial implementation.
o Checking the conclusions from the diagnosis showed in C3
o Improving the definition in the purposes and interventions for a new strategic plan.
• Population Involvement. Three meetings are needed in this phase. As we previously did,
any interested stakeholder could be part of the process. Many different profiles were taken
into account, from politicians to local representatives or a wide scope of businessmen from
different sectors. New social agents were congregated and put together with some of the
active stakeholders in the sooner Plan 2007/2011.
The main targets in these meetings are the same as the ones exposed in the experts
interviews:
o Asking experts for an opinion to develop the Strategic Plan 2007/2011 for an
evaluation on the results and a review on the territorial implementation.
o Checking the conclusions from the diagnosis showed in C3
o Improving the definition in the purposes and interventions for a new strategic plan.
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3.2.2. First Plenary Meeting. Starting the Process.
• Date: 19th September 2012
• Place: Comunidad de Teruel Meeting Hall
• Type of Meeting: Plenary
• Number of Participants: 35
• Objectives: Forum constitution and regulations for the process.

Picture 2. First Plenary Meeting. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel.

• Brief Description. The first session was focused on the forum constitution, and the
guidelines and methodology were explained so that attendants could get to know the main
purposes of Medstrategy. The participants were able to check the territorial diagnosis and its
results included in C3 in this project. To conclude, a document on the evaluation of the
interventions used in the Strategic Plan 2007/2011 was delivered. The attendants could
analyse those strategies -as even reformulated or dismissed interventions were includedfrom an individual point of view which later became useful for the following session.
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3.2.3. Second Plenary Meeting. LPOP Drafting.
• Date: 1st October 2012
• Place: Comunidad de Teruel Meeting Hall
• Type of Meeting. Plenary
• Number of Participants: 30
• Objectives: Strategic Plan 2007/2011 review on the interventions and LPOP Draft

Picture 3. Second Plenary Meeting. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel.

• Brief Description: the second meeting was based on a review on the interventions for the
Strategic Plan 2007/2011. Each stakeholder gave an opinion on the document from the first
meeting and several points were discussed:
o The interventions to be "dismissed" to improve the plan whether they had already
been included or they were really important for the social, cultural and territorial
unit.
o The interventions to be "reformulated" according to the recent objectives, context or
needs in the region.
o The interventions to be "added" to be adequate to the regional needs and contexts.
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3.2.4. Third Plenary Meeting. LPOP Drafting.
• Date: 8th October 2012
• Place: Comunidad de Teruel Meeting Hall
• Type of Meeting: Plenary
• Number of Participants: 27
•

Objectives: Strategic Plan 2007/2011 review on the interventions and LPOP Draft.

Picture 4. Third Meeting. Comarca Comunidad de Teruel.

•

Brief Description: During the meeting the participants reviewed and discussed the
interventions which should be dismissed, reformulated or added in the Strategic Plan
2007/2011. Furthermore, the Board pointed out the great necessity to hold two other
meetings so that the required tools and structures –together with the LPOP Comarca
Comunidad de Teruel- could be evaluated and monitored. With this purpose, regulations and
a new Evaluation & Monitoring Board were proposed.
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3.3 Local Pilot Operative Plan (LPOP) Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

Objectives
(Approach)

Improving the
Economic Activities
according to
Sustainability and
Added Value
generation

Strategies

Improving the Internal
Resources &Promoting
the most Relevant
Economic Sectors

Actions / Objectives for the intervention (What)
Viability study for a sustainable profit of the natural
endogenous resources
Invigorating Plan for touristic regional values (Andatela
and Dinoexperience)
Exploring new touristic markets (Laguna del Cañizar,
Camino del Cid or other geological resources)
Creating mobile applications (APP) based on the main
regional touristic resources and services
Supporting Training Courses aimed at promoters and
tourist experts to stimulate main regional tourism
Holding annual events (such as fairs, historical recreations
or cultural and sport activities) to improve tourism and
motivate new visitors
Making awareness campaigns in favour of local
establishments and services
Creating a regional association related to agri-food
producers (Asociación Comarcal de Productos
Agroalimentarios)
Supporting livestock and farming production by means of a
project called "Un rebaño de oportunidades"
Analysing economy and legislation by means of a viability
to merchandise traditional products (jam, honey, cheese,
meat or crafts)

Actors (Who)
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Tourism Promoters
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Tourism Promoters
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Agri-Food Promoters
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
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Improving the
Economic Activities
according to
Sustainability and
Added Value
generation (…part II)

Fighting
Depopulation &
Population Ageing

Improving
Infrastructures,
Equipment & Public
Services

Encouraging selfemployment
&Enterprising in
Cultural Fields
Winning Exogenous
Investment

Designing a Strategy to
Combat Depopulation &
Population Ageing

Mass Media & New
Technologies
Improving regional
infrastructures used for
transportation

Awareness Champaign in favour of enterprising cultural
sectors by means of a program called "Emprende en
Comarca TE"
Supporting Feminine Training for self-employment as in
the program "Emprende en Comarca TE"
Publishing a Digital Platform to assist exogenous
investment. Useful information such as industrial
availability, networks, services, equipment or financial and
legislative details should be included.
Creating a regional Board to involve inhabitants
Giving public financial advantages to those entities fighting
depopulation and population ageing
Planning how to keep or make new population settlements
grow
Promoting public employment according to demographic
criteria
Using Broad Band as a tool to interconnect the whole
region
Improving cellular phone facilities
Supporting public regional transports ‘on demand’ getting
information from updated Transport Surveys
Asking Public Authorities to improve local rustic networks
and local connections to vertebrate the territory

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Social & Economic Agents
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Diputación Provincial
• Gobierno de Aragón
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Raising Traditions &
Supporting Culture & Culture Among
Raising Regional
Inhabitants
Identity to get a
"Positive Approach"
in Rural Areas
Cultural Coverage

Strengthening Regional
Entities Bonds
Consolidating
Popular Participation
as a Tool for
Governance
Improvement

LPOP Comarca
Comunidad de Teruel
Monitoring & Constant
Evaluation

Examining cultural values and heritage in the region
Regional Hall for local cultural affairs
Annual Agenda to attract visitors and to recover traditions
(fairs, historical recreations)
Promoting the use of libraries and reading
Creating a cultural plan to promote traditions and promote
territorial identity
Scheduling regional meetings between social organizations
and associations
Supporting regional public organizations at the expense of
the ones limited to a local purposes
Filing regulations for popular involvement to evaluate and
monitor the LPOP Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
Creating a Board for popular involvement and LPOP
monitoring
Creating Boards for popular involvement and monitoring
the different sectors included in the LPOP (tourism,
agrifood, women, youth...)
Reaching a regional Compromise for popular involvement
with the program named "Aragón Participa"

• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Cultural Associations
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Cultural Associations
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Social & Economic Agents
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Social & Economic Agents
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Social & Economic Agents
• Comarca Comunidad de Teruel
• Gobierno de Aragón
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